KALAMAZOO MAN

KALAMAZOO—Importance of keeping the gasoline and weight check on trucks and bringing in the same type of truck from county to county was emphasized by Mr. W. E. White, the state director of the U.S. Agricultural Stabilization Board, who made a trip through the county. He had spent a week here as part of the conference meeting here. The county farm requires no appeal. Allegan and Berrien counties, and officials of the Legislature.

The county farm, in debt for roads to the state, required no appeal. Nos. 2, 3 and 4. Organized again for the 1935 session of the Legislature by the State Farm Bureau.

Farm Bureaus To Act

Farmers Will Vote on Amended sales tax will be one of the high spots at the annual meeting of the Michigan Farm Bureau. The annual meeting of the American Farm Bureau Federation, is in December. In that year, the Farm Bureau filed suit June 29, 1933, to have the 15 mill law declared unconstitutional. It is applicable to any farm concern in Michigan, to send or bring such leases to the State Geologist, Conservation Department. It is applicable to any farm concern in Michigan, to send or bring such leases to the State Geologist, Conservation Department.

All sales of oil and gas, the Michigan Farm Bureau, will be the speaker. It is applicable to any farm concern in Michigan, to send or bring such leases to the State Geologist, Conservation Department.

Kalamazoo county, in debt for roads to the state, required no appeal. Nos. 2, 3 and 4. Organized again for the 1935 session of the Legislature by the State Farm Bureau.

FOOD FROM SEA

BASKETS OF OATS

Co-op's Have Key Fish Meal Meal Seeding and Calving Troubles

Lansing—One hundred representatives of the co-operative associations and others representing the interest of all persons having a financial interest in the raising of oats will meet at the State Capitol, Lansing, Oct. 1. This will be the one of the high spots at the annual meeting of the Michigan Farm Bureau.

Seed Pool Open For Cert. Alfalfa Growers

Lansing—Growers of certified alfalfa seed in Michigan will be interested in the pool. Now is the time to get entered into the pool of Pacific oats and hays, and with the help of the Bureau, much more oats and hay will be identified in the State Bureau of Markets, Lansing.

WOMEN'S SPEAKING CONTEST NOV. 7

Features Farm Bureau Open House Night Proceeding Annual Meeting

Mr. Smith says the maps are superiors. There are no roads and a road network that is the most efficient for the tax limit. As road debts being retired by tax funds are $13,000,000 annually for some years to come. It is expected that in the next two years, this year, 1935 Clubs will be published in the Lansing—Growers of certified Har-
TWO circled in at least half the counties. The remainder of the State considerable part of a second for the eye to flash the alarm to the brain, that interval the car has traveled an appalling distance at a time when stop the driver brakes down a force sufficient to lift the car 125 feet in 262 feet of the brakes are in perfect working order. In making such a and traveling 60 miles per hour can be brought to a stop in not less than the inevitable national gage than a billion dollars worth.

Add to the above circumstances this personal handicap: It takes a in tax by increasing the price? Of course, the benefits would then accrue $5 to $15 per car by reducing the gasoline tax from 3 to 2 cents. How Constitution to fix the State gasoline tax at 2 cents per gallon, and to to do it is to muster every possible vote against them by telling people interested enough, find out just how to challenge their prices and quality production and have an influence the price and about the setting a price on it.

The Problem of Stopping

The days of the "3 R's" have returned for 1,382,630 of Michigan's school children...

Horse Sense Trails Increase in Horse Power

increase in the horse power of automobiles has not been balanced by an increase in horse sense for many owners. The most careful driver may find himself involved in an accident and have to prove he is not to blame. An unfavorable verdict in court may ruin him... unless he carries good insurance.

Why the need for the State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company, a strong legal reserve company, assume your driving risk at its very reasonable rates? Let us show you how at a low reserve company it, and very reasonably the rates for protection against loss by fire, theft, collision, property damage or public liability. There is no obligation, of course.

Entered as second class matter January 12, 1923, at the post-
Every Farm Needs a Telephone

Because the difficulties of fire-fighting are greater in winter... because sickness is more prevalent during that time of the year... telephone protection is needed... even on every farm. For, in any telephone... the quickest way to summon aid is by telephone.

As a daily convenience too, a telephone is valuable. It helps in finding buyers for farm produce... in obtaining the highest prices.

And a telephone makes it easy to call friends and relatives, exchange news, and plan good times together.

MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE CO.
**OUR CO-OP SPREADER IS NEW**

Large Capacity, Low Down, Pulls Easily

**Two-Horse Spreader**

Here is a real two-horse-spreader—light in draft. You can move it with one hand with the best in action. The light, strong steel construction and the large, numerous tread of wheels which track make for lighter draft. The frame is all steel-angle construction, with all self-aligning bearings and Almen's-zerk lubrication.

| 4½ ft. front tire, 6½ in. | tire edges rolled. |

---

**Lease Operators Must Take Care of Oil Wastes**

Michigan has laws to protect farm lands, and oil properties.

---

**Our Company Has Made This Spreader Convenient, Strong and Durable**

---

**Lime Now and do 25% Better**

**By NOW WE HEAR THIS FALL OR WINTER**

Application of Farm Bureau Agstones Meal or Farm Bureau Polverized Ag Lime or Farm Bureau Hydrolic Lime that for far above the crop grows 110 lbs. of the necessary try to promote soil as much as 125 lbs. well applied just before seeding.

**ASPHALT MEAL, OUR GROUND LIMESTONE** is a bit cheaper; recommended for first lining. Bleached and neutralizing power is 30, expressed in terms of calcium carbonate.

**POLVERIZED AG-LIME** is recommended for following limings. Thorougly neutralizing power 108. Hydrated Lime is fastest acting, most efficient. Neutralizing power 166. Appliable summer or winter; recommended for use before seeding.

**Some Results Obtainable from**:

- Lime, Farm Bureau Hydrolic Lime
- Farm Bureau Agstone Meal
- Farm Bureau Agstone Meal

**Lime and spreader** will turn around in a 17 foot radius.

**COMPLETE CONTROL. For the spreader** gives you a wide choice of the amount you wish to spread per acre. Two operated levers are in convenient reach.

**The Spreader** is solid steel. The result is a low spreader. Both levers are in convenient reach but when spread, you can set the lever to spread 6, 12, 18 or 24 loads per acre. The drive chain is provided. Convenient adjustment for fitting on any conveyor section.

**Lime is Neutralized** faster, more efficiently. Neutralizing power 108. Hydrated Lime is fastest acting, most efficient. Neutralizing power 166. Applicable summer or winter; recommended for use before seeding.

**Simple—Quick Economical**

**Farm Bureau’s Good Oils and Gas at these Points**

**The Fine Quality of Farm Bureau Petroleum products is responsible for a great increase in sales in 1934.** Nearly every co-operative association with Farm Bureau MEDCO and BUREAU of Agricultural Marketing utilizing oils and greases. The following towns have bulk storage and tank service on Farm Bureau gasoline:

**ASPHALT MEAL**

**Agstones** Meal is shipped in bulk only. Polverized limestones in bulk (tonners) or 80 lb. bags; hydrated lime in 50 lb. bags.

**Pencil Grip**

**Bag Tier and Ties**

**FARM BUREAU SEED SERVICE** has used Rube's Ties for years to close every bag of Farm Bureau seeds. Ties can now have zero ends tied bags. Order handy pencil grip Ties from us at $.16 and $.07 by 14 gauge (right hand) or $.03.20 by 15 gauge (left hand). Handy for fence repairs, fixing holes in bags, etc.

---

**When Pasture is Gone Turn Again to MILKMAKER**

Milkmaker with home grown grains and roughage produces the most milk at the low cost of feed. Ask your Co-op about Milkmaker Dairy ration.

**For Farm Bureau Supplies**

**SEE YOUR CO-OP OR FARM BUREAU DEALER**

**Write Us If You Have a Dealer**